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As in his shallow pan
the prospector sifts the grey silt, filtering
from the muddy sand and rubble
the precious, golden
flecks, the colors of his avid
searching; so
the authors of the following
pages have aspired to distill
from the drear and commonplace
dross of raw reality and everyday
experience their colors, transmuted through
literary experiment into the gold of transcendent
self-expression.
-Anonymous (this poem was recovered
from the roots of Colors' history)

A Note from the Editor

“Where words are scarce, they’re seldom spent in vain.” William
Shakespeare’s wise words sum up for me my experience with Colors
this year, although I am happy to say that there was no scarcity of
submissions. With some frustration, determination, and laughs, we
have completed the 16th edition of Colors this year! I am happy to say
that I was able to be the editor for the second year in a row and proud
to put my name on such a compilation of talent; decisions were hard to
make.
Many thanks are given to Loren Graham for allowing me this opportu
nity yet again and allowing me to put my lessons learned into action.
I want to bow down to my awesome editing staff for being there with
me on a pretty consistent basis throughout this whole experience.
Having a number of different (and talented) eyes to look at all the
submissions really helped me to not become cross-eyed after awhile,
reading so many things. And many thanks to everyone who submitted
their pieces and put themselves out there to make Colors superb!

Next year Nik, I know that you will take Colors to even greater places.
As always, I encourage everyone to continue to write, since if you
make a date with the Muse, she shall show!
Sara Walker

Editor-in-Chief 2008
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Monday

I set a trap for you. I stalked
the hall where you have most of your classes;
awkwardly and un-stealthily I waited.
I planned to casually linger
and act surprised when you “happened upon me.”
I waited with Altoid™ baited breath;
but when you didn’t show I left defeated.
You surprised me on the stairs.
“Hi.” Your first word is a lasso
cinching around my waist.
“How” tug, “are” pull, “you?” yank
I’m caught.
Carolyn Smillie
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Frivolous Frigidity

Do you remember the night
of sound without fury?
The twilight fusion
of stories and laughs
entwined with Nickelback
and The Rolling Stones?

Our evening inebriation?
I chose the sugar, you
the spice, and everything for a trice
was kindled. A flash of pain
nestled you into my arms,
caressing your godly softness.
Even your teeth were delicate,
gently pinching my chest.
Your ear’s erotic fragrance
triggered a desire for more-much more.
Then, I touched your skin.
Cold.

The facade waned
with your lunar cheeks
as you slipped away
into the next set of arms.
I should’ve known:
Liqueur heats the blood,

but freezes the heart.
Ryan Pfeiffer
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Picture Me Silently

Honeyed fragrance from the blushing
begonia bush floats upon the breeze
as my camera clicks; I love the shot
of you under the basket of hanging
impatiens. Someday I’ll be in a picture
alongside you, but now I capture
your shadow on the trail snaking
away from me, on your way home
to prepare my favorite meal:
steaks cooked rare, with bread sliced,
vegetables skewered—like my severed
ego you string along—served with a nice
Pinot Noir. I forgive you for leaving,
toying with me like a flirtatious feline
who stalks her prey unawares with sidelong
glances; I’ll follow you home, so you won’t stray,
and sit to watch behind the pine across the lane.
Tired Retreat

Grabbing groceries at breakneck speed
only to dilly-dally in the check-out line,
making me glance at my wrist
every two minutes, impatient to leave
while soft scents of spring blossoms
cause me to pause only long enough
to notice I am drained and late
for my date with Lifetime. Shivers
accost my body for a fleeting moment;
must be a slight breeze—I notice
a photographer among passersby—
nothing to shudder about, yet
I quicken my pace, making my heels
click-clack along the gravel as I hurry
towards my haven, looking for a quiet
night alone with frozen pizza and my remote
control, checking the locks three times
just to shake off the feeling of prying eyes.
Sara Walker
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Wilted

I wish I was a remedy that you
Would take, a product of a recipe
That no one knows how to make. A coup
I wish I could forget, to free
Myself of this regret, would be to life
Many heavily afflicted hearts. Woe,
Wretched woe fills this obsidian gift
That is my heart. Trickery fools many. Go
Now with your fatal fate sealed by venom.
My so-called remedy unwittingly
Killing what is close to my heart, Adam,
He who fell from heaven with me falsely.

Our garden is now filled with blackened flowers
The once vibrant colors now bum in embers
Angel Martinez
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Letter to the editor

You were always too good for Hallmark card prose
You were all about long, deep conversations
Heartfelt outpours hours on end.
Textbook sentiments, forever one page too long.
I offered glimpses, you demanded exposes.
Faultless, India-black words watered
into midnight ink splatters.
You crafted words, ignoring my silence.

For ages your parchments assaulted my eye,
Even Alexander could not rival your library
Crinkled, brittle manuscripts.
Page after page after page of discussion.
All of it logical, classic, dead.
Now they are all dust.
Destroyed by my hope to touch and understand
To see through your wordy veils.
Dime store book safes locked and left.
No more do your crumpled paper words reach me.
Your volumes are forgotten in silence.
Now one hundred miles away
I cannot even hear them.
I feel them, resonating in me.
Deep carnal beats,
Hot shuddering exhalations.
My eyes blinded by the sweat of forced forgetfulness.
It stings, as I slam the cover down on my regret.
My footsteps of parting reshelf the past into silence.
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New edits reach him.
The replacement,
edition number two.
But there is a problem.
Your safes are still locked,
Pages missing,
Ink hidden.
He, unlike I, is impervious.
The sounds of his life silence you.
The click of lighters, the rush of booze.
My cries carried your words
His mar your pages.
Perfectly crafted origami
feelings fall on indifferent ears.
Forcing you into writers block.
How’s the silence?
Nikolas Griffith
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Goldilocks says I'm just right.

but she’s a lying bitch.
She just wants the hunk
all to herself, making me
believe I have the ideal kit
and caboodle, but like her, mirrors
fuck me over. I look at them hinny,

perhaps at the wrong angle.
I should have taken Snow
White’s classes on lime
lighting all your assets,
or at least paid more
attention to her infomercial.
Mine must be hidden
behind this tepid visage—
stagnant—creating a facial
encrustation of festered worms
whispering in my ears,
“hunter orange is the in
color this season.”
Maybe I should listen to Cinderella
instead, but midnight deadlines
make me sweat—that’ll impress.

Is there an art to be
mastered that will reveal
the inner, youthful nymph?
An ogre lives inside
my mirror—never satisfied,
stretching my witching
hour to an all-day affair.
Sara Walker
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Puddles

A Picture of Puget Sound,
Waters so pristine that blue and green
Colors remain clear enough to see
All the way to the bottom.

Sometimes
I think your eyes are just two puddles
Of this water. So pristine I can see
All the way in. So inviting
I can’t help but go for a swim.
Inside the waters are treacherous,
Making my body into a fish
Without any fins or gills.
I can only go where the waters
Throw me.
I climb out, weary from the waves
And swear to never dive in again.
Anne Gottschalk
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The Custodian

He fixes door handles
all the time, solitary—
his fingers, cut
and scarred from the slippage
of tools, over years of practice,
and mistakes. His left fourth finger
indented from so many years
of bearing a ring, slides easily
to the tool kit. Focusing on the rattling
metal that the knob is made of
he fits it into the wood. Tightening
his work solidifies into something useful,
something full of practical purpose
that its users will hardly notice

Alone, his dry hands bleed again
around a green glass bottle—
subtly, like the radio in the comer
someone singing softly—
but he tightens his gaze
concentrating on the bottle
cap, and a gold ring
rattling on the table, absorbed,
as if from months of practice
hardly noticing the creaking
of his broken door
Kevin Jam
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I Hope Mikey Likes This

Everyone needs life
in the morning. You pay more
for a well-balanced, rich
meal, and nobody is poor
in health with our creation.
It soaks in your bowl
slowly, lasting forever,
meeting the breakfast goal
of our brand for excellence.
We only contain pure
ingredients to bring the best
taste that always assures

wealth of flavor. Millions love
the wholesome, good nature
that finally awakens them from
their sleepy slumber and cures

any ill effects on their mind.
Buy us now, and send in ten
proofs of life, you’ll receive
an instant prize, ‘cause when
you buy us, you buy, Us.
Nathan Brehe
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The perfected passionate poses give rise
to very tempting tangled tongues and lips
of lovers. Sweat breaks on the floor and cries
out in pleasure. You trace the lines of my hips
to find a curve designed by some Picasso,
a curve that guides you to kitchen counters
and walls and floors. You turn me to my lado
where I fall asleep in arms of white for
hours. We waste the hours because it’s ours
to waste. A moment that we silently share,
a chance for us to greedily devour
the night together. But my heavy hair

covers your face, stealing air from your nose,
burying your life with my little woes.
Alyssa Chatfield
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The Garage

“I hate you Joe,” said the cab driver as he slammed the door of his
1932 Plymouth taxicab, rattling the black and white, faded picture of
his wife and three children, taped to the dash. “I hate your guts.”
“D’you get pulled over again?” asked Joe, a tall man with a black
hat and stained spats covering his shoes. He sat in a chair near the
garage office, reading the last page of the newspaper he held in his
hands. In a column on the front page was a headline that read, “A City
Remembers: The Union Station Tragedy.” Beside the newspaper, the
two men, and the now sleeping taxis, the garage was empty.
“Fuck you.”
“Ya gotta learn to follow the speed limit, Ronnie. It’s as simple
as that,” said the man with the black hat mockingly, as he laid down
his newspaper and walked across the oil stained floor toward Ron’s
assigned car. It was a quarter past midnight and half the lights were
turned off. The garage was nothing more than an old warehouse, just
east of the Missouri-Kansas border that always smelt like auto exhaust,
even when it was empty. The smell gave Ron a headache.
“It’s not the speed limit Joe. I follow the fuckin’ speed limit. It’s
those damn cases of booze you got me carryin’ around. I swear the cops
can smell ‘em.”
Joe stepped in a shallow puddle of oil as he reached the rear of the
car and unlatched the temperamental trunk. He had to pound near the
latch a few times before it would fully release. His pounding shook
Ron’s family picture on the dash.
“I don’t wanna do this anymore Joe.”
“You say that every time you get pulled over. Trust me. Tomorrow
you’ll take these crates over to Westport, drop ‘em off at The Church,
and be flyin’ high. Ya could even take a swig for yourself if ya want,”
said Joe as he ran his fingers over the cases of alcohol that were decep
tively labeled “Sweet Boy Maple Syrup.” His eyes shimmered in the
dark garage.
“No, not this time Joe. This time I’m just drivin’ my shift, parkin’
my cab and headin’ home to my family like the rest of the guys,” said
Ron. He squeezed through the canals between the cars, walking toward
the office to hang up his keys, pick up his jacket and leave before the
smell of the garage got to his head. The garage wasn’t veiy spacious,
and on top of the headache, the place also made Ron claustrophobic.
When all the cars were parked, there were just a few inches of walking
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space between their bumpers and the back wall. Ron squeezed side
ways, past the bumpers, to the coat rack.
“But you’re not like the other guys Ronnie. You’re my little
brother. And even though you forget it sometimes, I’m more family to
you than you’re fuckin’ dame of a wife,” said Joe, slamming the trunk
with barely more force than was required for the latch to catch. Ron’s
photo fell to the floor mat.
“Cop’s don’t give a shit whether or not I’m you’re brother. They’ll
throw me in the slammer for a month anyway,” Ron mumbled to him
self, wondering what his wife would do if he got locked up.
“What’d you say?” asked Joe as he crossed the garage to cut off
his brother on the way out. Joe was considerably taller than Ron and
his stride much more graceful. Joe slid across the floor as if his shoes
were greased. Keys hung, Ron struggled to simultaneously put on his
coat and navigate his way through the tightly parked taxis. He wanted
to leave. Both of their footsteps echoed in the dark garage, Ron’s quick
pitter patter, and Joe’s smooth slither through small oil spots. The two
men met three steps from the exit.
Grabbing Ron firmly around the bicep, Joe spun his brother
around. “Now you listen to me, little brother. I can’t do this without
you. Smuggling this shit is hard enough when it’s just the two of us,
and you know the taxi gig is barely breakin’ even. Now we’ve got the
perfect way to make some extra dough. Prohibition’s just puttin’ money
in our pockets, money we deserve.
“You deserve a six-foot deep hole in the ground,” said Ron, yank
ing his arm to loosen his brother’s grip, but Joe’s hold was too strong,
“and you’ll get it if ya don’t get the hell off me.” The dull headache
from the garage started to form right behind his forehead. “Just let me
get the hell outta here, Joe. The baby’s sick and I just wanna get some
sleep before he starts screamin’ at three in the momin’.” Joe’s grip
remained, as did the intensity in his eyes. “C’mon, this place is givin’
me a headache.” The black hat started to slide down Joe’s brow. He was
sweating.
“You owe me Ronnie,” said Joe. His voice had a slight shake in it,
and his hat continued to slip until it rested just above his nose. A train
whistle blew in the distance. The two men were standing in the
darkened half of the garage and the shadows were long on Joe’s face.
“I got a family at home. They gotta eat. Hell Joe, I gotta eat,
and if I’m locked up who the hell is gonna look out for ‘em? I know
you won’t. You won’t even come over for dinner.” Ron’s head was
pounding.
16
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“You owe me Ronnie.” Joe avoided the subject. “Where would
you be working now if it weren’t for me? Packing meat downtown,
workin’ your ass off unloadin’ riverboats? Fuck, the railroad would
never take you back.” Ron’s eyes broke contact with Joe’s and looked
at the ground. “Because of me you get to sit on your ass all day and ask
‘where to pal?’ And your little family would be starving right now if it
weren’t for me givin’ you this job.” Joe stared at his brother’s face for
one, two, three seconds, then released his arm and reseated the black
hat. “Think about that before you quit on your only brother.” Joe took
the three steps toward the door, turned the knob and stepped out into
the snow, leaving Ron alone in the half lit taxi garage.
Ron stared at the floor, stared at his brother’s oil footprints, his
eyes following them through open door. Then Ron’s feet followed his
brothers and Ron flicked off the remaining row of lights as he stepped
through the doorway into the street covered with a layer of dirty Janu
ary snow. He shut the door behind him. The night was mild, there was
no wind, but an uncomfortable bite remained in the air. The streetlights
flickered as if they were unsure whether or not they should stay on. Ron
walked quickly, straying from Joe’s footprints the moment he left the
garage, and heading in the opposite direction towards his home, a small
two-bedroom apartment two blocks from the garage.
With each snowy footstep, Ron felt the pressure of the next day.
He walked quickly, but with a hesitation in his stride, as if he wasn’t
sure of the best spot to place his foot. He heard another train whistle
on the tracks a few blocks away and remembered how Joe had helped
him after he got fired from the railroad and couldn’t find another job.
The snow crunched beneath Ron’s feet. He rounded the comer of Cliff
Drive and saw the dark windows of his apartment. He knew his family
was asleep, Jessica and Madison in their room, and Jacob sleeping in
the old crib next to Ron’s wife, Grace.
Ron saw the screen door of his house barely moving in the calm
night. The slightest breeze would just pull the door open an inch or two.
Ron reached the stairs that led to the swinging door, ascended them
and pulled'the door open. He kicked the brown snow off his shoes then
stepped into his house.
Ron didn’t turn the light on, to keep from waking anyone; he just
quietly removed his shoes and jacket and dropped them to the floor. He
knew Grace would give him hell in the morning for leaving his shit all
over the place, but he was too tired to care. He heard footsteps.
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“Why the hell are you home so late?” asked Grace, walking groggily out of the bedroom. Apparently the nagging couldn’t wait for the
morning.
“Grace, you know I work later shifts on Saturdays,” Ron Whis
pered.
“Your family hasn’t seen you all day, Ronald. Tell your lousy
brother to book someone else for at least one late shift a month. It’s not
fair to your girls.” It had been weeks since Ron had spent any signifi
cant piece of time with his daughters.
Ron stood between the kitchen and the dining room, leaning on
the icebox. The icebox door had a tendency to work its way open, so
whenever Ron thought about it, he’d lean against it to keep it shut.
“I’m workin’ on it, darlin’. But these shifts pay really well. With
this extra dough we can get a decent place. Let’s not do this now.”
Ron started to unbutton his shirt, but the second button wouldn’t come
through the eyelet. He pulled the shirt off over his head. “I’m going to
bed.”
“You’re not sleepin’ in my bed ‘til you promise me no more late
shifts.”
“Fine,” he said, taking off his belt and undoing his slacks.
“So you promise me Ronald?”
“No. I’m sleepin’ on the couch. Where’s the blanket?”
It was on the chest to Grace’s left. She flung it at her husband,
exhaled through her nose, took a step back into her room and tried to
shut the door, but the latch didn’t catch. It never caught. Ron often had
to close the door three or four times before he knew it was shut. Ron
threw his pants over the back of the couch and settled into it’s stiff and
unforgiving crook.
The next morning, Ron woke up early, so he could be the first to
work and the first driver to take churchgoers to their respective houses
of worship. Ron often taxied the same people to church that he’d driven
home from the speakeasies the night before. Sitting up from the couch,
Ron immediately felt the crick in his neck. For the first night in weeks
the baby had slept peacefully, but the same couldn’t be said for Ron.
The inconsistencies of the couch had been prodding him all night, and
the whistles from train yard kept disturbing his dreams.
Ron stood and tried to walk quietly into his room, but the creek of
the floor, combined with the squeal from the bedroom door’s hinges
managed to wake Jacob, and thus issued forth a fury of cries and a
mountain of mumbled and half asleep curses from Grace.
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“Ya bettar tek care uh that, Ronald,” mumbled a head halfway
under the covers.
“I don’t have time, Grace. I gotta get to the garage before there’s
no one left to pick up. I get the best tips on Sundays,” whispered Ron.
He stepped over to the closet and slid open the door. The baby contin
ued to cry on the other side of the room.
“Ronaaaald,” Grace moaned through the pillows. “He’s yer son
too. Just get his milk and I’ll feed him.”
Ron grabbed one of his Sunday shirts; he found people were more
generous when they believed that he too was planning on worshiping
that Sunday. “Darlin’, I don’t have time. I gotta get movin’ or this baby
may not be drinkin’ milk for a while.”
“Quit bein’ so melodramatic and just get the damn milk.”
“We’re scrapin’ the bottom of the barrel, Grace,” Ron said, his shirt
half way over his head. “I really gotta get goin’.” Ron felt something
hit him in the back of the head, hard. He turned around to see what it
was, and lying on the ground in front of his feet was his wife’s wedding
band. Now who’s being melodramatic, Ron thought. He bent down and
picked up his wife’s band, feeling the pain in his neck again. He lifted
the ring, set it on his wife’s nightstand, two feet away, and walked out
of the room, buttoning his top button. He didn’t even try to close the
door to their bedroom. He took a seat on the creaky couch, tied up his
worn patent leather shoes and grabbed his jacket. The icebox door was
swinging open again, but he didn’t have time to close it. His shoes tied,
he just walked past it and out the front door as his wife continued her
steady stream of curses.
A few minutes later, Ron arrived at the garage cold and shivering.
He was the first to work, beside Joe, who practically lived the garage.
Yesterday’s paper was still sitting on Joe’s chair. Joe was in the office,
looking over the books. He heard Ron come in.
“Hey Ronnie, you know where you’re goin’ today, right?” Joe
yelled from the office.
“Yeah, wherever the people ask me to go, Joe. That’s how it works,
ain’t it? I sit on my ass all day and ask ‘where to pal’ and they tell me
and I take ‘em there. Ain’t that right Joe?”
“Don’t be a smart ass, Ronnie. You know where to take the
delivery?”
“Their people Joe, not ‘deliveries.’”
Joe took off his glasses and rose from his chair. “I ain’t in the fuck
in’ mood today.” He grabbed Ron’s keys from their hook on the wall
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and walked out of the office, so he could look his brother in the eye.
“You’re goin’ to the damn Church.” He threw his keys at his brother.
Ron caught the keys. “If that’s where people wanna go, I got no
objections. It’s Sunday, so I’m sure you’re right.”
Joe’s hat started to slip again, the way it always did when he
started to sweat. Joe looked over at the paper sitting on the chair and
repositioned his hat. “Ya know what yesterday was, little brother?”
“Yeah. Saturday.”
Joe grabbed the paper and pointed to the column on the left side of
the page, “‘A City Remembers,’ but apparently you forgot. It was the
one year anniversary of your big fuck up.”
Ron turned his eyes from his keys and looked directly at Joe. “Shut
your trap, you son of a bitch!” Ron opened the nearest car door and
slammed it shut. “Don’t rub that in my face Joe.”
“Then don’t play dumb with me, Ronnie. Are you takin’ those
crates downtown or not?” Joe set the paper back on the chair. “I’d say
take a bottle for yourself to help forget, but it looks like you don’t need
the help.”
“I didn’t forget Joe! I remember that day every damn day of my
life. I don’t need a newspaper to remind me. You son of a bitch. And I
told you I’m not deliverin’ your damn booze!” Ron started to make his
way to his taxi. The smell of the garage was getting to him again.
“Then you’re not drivin’ at all.” Joe took the five steps to stand in
front of Ron’s car door.
Ron stopped walking. He was standing between the back wall
and the bumper of one of the taxis, a yard away from the chair. The
newspaper glared at him. “The Union Station Tragedy,” it began, “One
year ago, train conductors, James Lewis and Erik Kirk, were killed in
an accident. The accident was the result of a failure by railroad worker,
Ronald Martin, to switch Lewis’ train onto a vacant track.” The paper
went on to discuss how the city was commemorating the lives of these
two men with a statue inside of the station. Ron didn’t need a statue to
remember though; he had his brother.
“C’mon, Joe. You can’t be fuckin’ serious. Just let me drive a nor
mal shift like the rest of the guys.”
“I just can’t do that, Ronnie. I need you to be with me all the way,
or you’re fuckin’ out. Think about your options, Ron. I mean seriously
consider what the fuck you’re going to do without this job.”
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Ron looked at his brother and thought about how this job had
changed his life. He thought about how he couldn’t pass a police of
ficer without sweating, how he never saw his children, and how his
brother would not let him move on from a mistake that Ron was ready
to accept. He thought about the money too, but his eyes floated to the
newspaper sitting on the chair and then quickly back to Joe.
“Just drive the car, deliver the booze and try not to kill anyone
again, Ronnie.”
“Fuck you, Joe!” Ron yelled, as he threw his keys at his brother.
They hit Joe square in the forehead, knocked his hat off, and drew
blood. Ron walked back toward the exit and heard his brother scream
ing obscenities at him. Joe’s blood dripped to the floor and mixed with
a small pool of oil. Ron stepped through the doorway, reached behind
him, felt the cold steel of the doorknob and pulled the door to a firm
close. The bolt inside the door clicked into its place in the door jam and
Ron released his grasp. Ron didn’t even think to double check the solid
metal door, he knew it had latched.
James Buscher
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Obachan

Carefully, very carefully, she walked
up to the bus. She was 4 foot 6 inch,
or so, then bent in half over a cane.
Most Japanese women look 10 years
younger than they are.
She was 10 years older than mother earth.
She stood below
towering bus steps. Each reaching up
to her eyes! Her cane shook, her arm shook, her legs
shook, in and out. She clenched the railing
and shook through her first step, like a toddler.
Certain she would die in this daily feat,
I held my breath and watched.
Adam Zollo
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Goodbye yall

My thumpin’ heart
my thrummin’ nerves
west of the hundredth meridian
where disheartened trucks are parked
and pies are used for firewood.
I’ll tilt my four-X Stetson
to the Texas Playboys strummin’
Bob Wills almost sober singin’
“Lips so sweet and tender
Like petals falling apart”
and I’ll down a snort of muscatel
rose red and sweet and tender
and Texas two-step off the edge
into the bony arms of chaos.
Bill Lovelady
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That one Damn Kid

That one damn kid can’t keep his hand down.
Every class, every question, the loudmouth
fires his hand into the air. His ironed-by-mom
shirt has a single solitary wrinkle at the end
of the day, a perfect line atop the hand-raising
shoulder.
Every day this kid arrives early
and sits front and center, switching chairs quietly
to make sure his doesn’t squeak or rock.
Every year, twenty-nine kids sit silently
out of his sightline, all of them rolling
their eyes when that mothered-too-much
hand rises high above their heads like a NASA
booster rocket soaring violently to its apex.
Even the teacher mutes a sigh and restrains
the rotation of her eyes when she sees
that same damn hand again. And again.
And again.

And now we weep for that kid. His mother
breaks down while telling of the handraiser’s coming home day after day
with moist, red eyes claiming grand stories
of adventures with the friends we didn’t know
we were.
I now peer into that satin-lined oak box
at the face I mocked in silence and see those hands
I knew so well crossed upon his chest. I feel
regret as my chest fills with funeral-weight air.
My eyes trail down to the grey-suit coat sleeves
delicately hiding the marks I now picture
littering his arms. I turn away in self
disgust when I imagine the one ragged red line
that will never heal, branded on the wrist
that will never again follow the hand into the air.
Phillip Quinn
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Freudian Slip

Pasted on the feminine napkin
receptacle in the county
hospital women’s bathroom
is a biohazard warning.
Briana Wipf
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When They were More important

The fence is finished,
cutting off half our lot from the neighborhood,
wooding in the dogs—two of them
I’d rather do without,
though we both know how much I’ll cry
when they’re gone.
We retrieved them from separate shelters,
made them bastard siblings,
walked them in the overgrown cemetery
near your house,
until someone called the city
and men in a van boarded up that hole
in the fence.

I suppose I wouldn’t want
dogs shitting on my grave either,
you said, and I laughed
as I reached down for the brown one’s
ear, absently tugging on it
like the ratty cuff of my jacket—the green
jacket my mother made for my father
on the old Singer that only goes
forward and back.

Sometimes I sit on one of our leather couches
and I pat the space next to me,
and these two animals come,
gratitude lined up in their eyes,
rows and rows of every affection
they no longer really know.
I pat and scratch them though the stink
of their skin and fur
sticks under my nails;
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I whisper to them the coos of babies,
like I did when I was younger and they were more important,
and their faces tell me,
remind me,
that I was the one to build the fence—solid wood—
blocking out even the sunlight
at certain times of day.
Virginia Reeves
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The small Place

I don’t like church. He’s asking us to pray for our sins but I can’t
think of anything so I put my head down and wait. Now he’s asking us
to pray for a bunch of people from that list in front of him, but I don’t
want to pray for anybody I don’t know. I’ll pray for my little brother
instead, like I always do. He died a long time ago - a couple years ago,
I think - when I was four. His name was Owen. He was sick all the
time and I hated sharing my bedroom with him because he coughed
all night and he always had blood in his mouth. I never got how come
Beth didn’t have to share her room with Owen because she’s the young
est and I’m the oldest. Her room was at the end of the hall, where she
couldn’t even hear him.

1
•

When Owen died, I didn’t really understand what was going
on. I’m smarter now. At the funeral, everybody was going crazy and
crying really loud. I don’t like seeing grown ups cry. His coffin was
at the front of the church and there were flowers everywhere and the
smell gave me a headache. I walked up to him, and I remember that
his clothes didn’t look right. He never dressed like that, with a tie and
everything. I think maybe you have to dress up in Heaven. I mean,
everybody in here is dressed up, and they’re all going to Heaven.
My mom was shaking a lot that day. My dad never said anything
except that my brother was gone. He kept saying, “Your brother’s
gone,” and I wondered when he was coming back. Like I said, every
body was crying. Even Beth was crying, but I think just because my
mom and dad were. I never cried, though. Not because I’m tough or
anything, but because I couldn’t. People stared at me and wondered
why I wasn’t, but I didn’t care. I just stared back at them. I remember
my mom’s makeup was all over the place, all messy and everything,
and when they closed the coffin, she lost it. She kept screaming that he
couldn’t breathe. She kept screaming, “He can’t breathe!” and it scared
me. I don’t like hearing grown ups scream.
After that, we all got into our cars and drove down to the graveyard. I didn’t get why they already had a gravestone set up for my
brother, but they did. The car that drives around dead people -1 can’t
remember what it’s called - it drove up and these guys pulled out the
little coffin and put it on this machine thing. I remember the grave was
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tiny, like way smaller than the ones in the movies. The priest said some
stuff out of the Bible and when I watched them lower my brother into
the ground, I wondered how you could spend forever in there, in the
small place.
I don’t like communion. The bread thing always gets stuck to the
roof of my mouth and I have to stick my finger up there and get it. f
never drink the wine because everybody else drinks the wine and I
don’t want their germs. I guess I don’t really mind communion because
it means church is almost done. There’s about two songs left, I think.
One time, when I had to be a server, I went in the back before church
where they keep all the communion bread in little bags in the cupboard.
I wanted to know what they tasted like if you had a bunch at one time,
so I took a handful and ate it and they tasted like crap. They tasted like
paper.

He raises his hands now and everybody says, “Amen,” and now
it’s time to go. I can’t wait to get out and get home but my dad always
makes us sit at the front of the church so we’re practically the last ones
to leave. When I get home, I’m going to change clothes and watch
TV. My dad always makes pancakes on Sunday and bacon. He makes
waffles sometimes, too. After that, I’m probably going over to Lee’s
house and we’ll play in that fort we built in the gully.
It’s cold outside but it hasn’t snowed yet. My mom says it usually
snows on Halloween, but it didn’t this year. It was really cold but it
didn’t snow. I dressed up like Spiderman but I had to wear my stupid
jacket over the costume anyways. Lee dressed up like a sumo wrestler
so he could wear his jacket under his costume. I should’ve thought of
that. We got tons of candy and I slept over at his house and we stayed
up almost all night watching horror movies and eating candy.

When we get in the car, I ask my dad if we’re going to have pan
cakes or waffles but he doesn’t say anything so I ask again and he says
he doesn’t know. My dad doesn’t talk much since Owen died, but he
talks sometimes. My mom had to stay in the hospital for a long time
after the funeral. She was there for about a month, I think. I remember
the house got really messy and I felt bad because I knew she had to
clean it up when she got home. I would’ve cleaned, I think, but I was
over at Lee’s house all the time. He lives with his grandma and she
was really nice to me. He has a big black dog named Duke.
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We pull into the driveway and my mom says something about the
front door being open. She says, “Why is the front door open?” and
my dad yells at me for leaving it open, but I know I didn’t. I was the
last one to leave because I was tying my shoes and I closed the door
behind me. I’m not stupid. We get out of the car and go in the house
and my dad says a swear word. He never swears. My mom goes in
and screams so me and Beth go to see what happened and there’s these
black spots on the ceiling and on the floor. The spots are perfectly
round and about the size of a baseball and there’s six of them. There’s
three on the carpet and, right above each spot, there’s three on the
ceiling. My dad looks closer and says they look like oil. The spots
kind of lead in a straight line to his office and we all follow them to the
back door. My mom screams again because the back door is kicked in.
Or it’s kicked out, from the inside. It’s really messed up, almost folded
in half, like somebody really strong ran into it. I’ve never seen a door
so messed up before and now everybody’s scared, including me. It’s a
different kind of fear, I think. It’s a confused kind of fear, I think, like
when my bed started shaking or that time I was home by myself and I
heard somebody crying in the basement.

My dad’s saying we need to call the police and my mom’s
crying. She’s shaking and crying and she seems really scared. She
runs upstairs and my dad runs after her and Beth starts crying, too. I
get down on the floor to get a closer look at those spots. They seem
kind of burned into the carpet, sort of. I go to the top of the stairs and
my parents are in their bedroom with the door closed. I can hear them
yelling and I tell Beth that it’s okay. I hear my dad kind of trying to
calm my mom down, I think, but I can’t really hear what they’re say
ing. Then, I hear my mom say something weird. She says something
about this being impossible. She says something about Owen.
Andrew Stark
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Adam,
you are the apple of my
eye witness
of affection. I watch
your Adam’s
apple bobbing
up and down at a Halloween
party and bite into
your crisp, fresh love. You are
my core and I envelope you
completely.
But remember, Adam,
I never want
you to obey if
I dare you to eat an
Apple.
Alyssa Chatfield
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Home on the Range

It’s always there when Dad
needs support in his gassed
wrath. Never asks any questions,
just sits there and stares coldly

as he winds up his wrecking balls,
extensions of his string-bean
arms, to become better
acquainted with the farm
scene splattered on the wall—
grazing cows and chickens—
creating deep cavities
worthy of a dentist’s drill.
It gawks at me like a squat
peasant on judgment day, silently
giving Dad its blessing,
letting me know I failed

to pass his unwritten test.
Dad gives it a salute as
he trips over air, blaming
me for breathing his supply.

Next his five-knuckled
sandwich (hold the iceberg)
clenches around my throat
making the cows and chickens dance

a two-step as the room spins,
but slowly comes into focus
while I slide into first
a sharp table chair followed
by the refrigerator. Small talk
only compresses the room
to a space fit for a Barbie
doll when he stumbles
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across its domain, blocking
the back door and any escape
attempt I might have tried,
while it just sits there
waiting for me to say hi.
He sidles up to it, flirting
through his alcohol daze
and turns it on to light

its fire, making it hiss
my name with snaky delight
as its black coils look ready
to strike when he pans my face
across its heat, leaving my ears
ringing from the prick—
weekly dose of pain medication,
as the cows just goggle and chew their cud.
Sara Walker
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Fate

It is easy to see that I wouldn’t have fallen
into the remnants of a scrapwood fire
at the age of four, shirtless fortunately,
and burned my whole arm, wrist to shoulder,
if Mom hadn’t been cooking in the yard that week,
on half a rusty metal oil drum

that she wrestled into place nightly over the fire—
which she wouldn’t have had to do if we had any propane
for the kitchen cookstove—which we would have had

if the money had been there from the sale of the hogs
that we would have had that summer, if the sickness
that made them all worthless had not gotten into their pen—
having come, we guessed, through the grade school lunchroom
garbage that Dad collected in too heavy
barrels every day, the swill he fed them on

because grain was expensive and money was for rent,
electricity, and propane, not for hog feed,
not for anything we could get some other way;
and it was easy to see that the other way regularly came down
to pain in the end, mere battered knuckles or a sore back
from lugging barrels or drums if we were lucky,
so how could we question it and what were we to do
if instead, against our will and in spite of our struggles,
the web of our ways should lead us to the fire?
Loren Graham
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Front line

Tired of living with hoodlums
drafted straight out ofjail,
tired of being shouted at,
cursed at, goaded, baited,
egos shattered, then they
took us overseas to be shot at.
Tattered houses, splintered trees,
we long for something that grows.
We looked at the dwindling landscape
and knew we were going to where
the road narrowed to a point,
to be repeated like a chorus.

The beginning of love
for the power of powder,
the power of not caring
for what will happen,
for when it will occur,
knowing we won’t feel cold
when we’re lying face down
with our pink disgracing snow.
Bill Lovelady
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A tint and A tone

‘Turn the knob and fix the tint on baby
Jesus,’ yells mother. ‘He’s an ugly blue,
and not white! ’
My simple eyes cross to see
His pigments are causing a murky hue,
saturating well-being in the lightly
colored room.
‘Make Him normal! And don’t botch
it up this time!’
The Lord must be brightly
tinted for her believing mind to watch
the correct Christ. The knob twisted too much
and I must atone for creating false
morals by coloring Jesus a bunch
outside the lines. Reborn, the screen pulses
with a pure decisive tone.
‘There’s Jesus!’
mom exclaims, shading her previous fuss.
Nathan Brehe
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The voice of Guns

I woke from my dreaming
to the voice of guns tearing
its way though my thin framed walls

I went to my cracked and webbed
window to see corpse upon
corpse upon bare native clay

Bullets tore lives from bodies
and left only human shells bleeding
and darkening the iron soil
I smelt the air that some say
carried God’s Will and others say
carried the stench of an open grave

I unbound my mouth and emptied
my searing lungs in protest
but the voice of guns fell from my mouth

The sound of the noise ripped
through my flesh and now the taste
of death sits sour on my tongue
James Buscher
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Of Martyrs and Saints

Four thick lines wait to be used,
Motionless, steadfast, willing.
Players sit, playfully opposed.

The click of bright fire lights up the boy
He exhales, a billowing plume of strategy.
His light hair and bright eyes betray a deep power
Judgment and logic hidden in a young shell.
His game a journey, the ending in each piece.

Glass clinks on wood, the old man has spoken.
His last worldly vice swirls, bitter and brown.
As he breathes over the board and closes his eyes, sober worry lifting
away.
Harsh times crafted his face,
A player of history, Every move a statement.
Slow conversations stall their midnight match.
Their conversation says, we were once lovers,
friends, rivals, brothers, neighbors.
Years of life set aside for hours to start
The continuous battle of present and past.
The medieval clash of long forgotten kings.

Beings of old found find themselves in hearts of the new.
The new learning pathways from the ancient.
One small, ivory movement begins again,
the affair of Martyr and Saint.

Nikolas Griffith
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The Draft Gives Cold Feet

We could be crushed
standing inside the bus.
Though we move as it moves
its pistons are not our feet,
their cushions are not our friends
so the passengers drool down the dark windows
and they, the unforgivable windows
thick with mud, children, and crushed
insects like poor men, like our friends,
the ones dead on the school bus,
nothing left but cold, dead feet,
reflect the mouth of the screen, but nothing moves;

or if it moves it moves
like pistons; systematically smashing glass windows
through which crawl men in uniform with booted feet
who leave the cribs and world crushed.
Ridged footprints lead back to the bus.
All since thick pale hands are shook by sycophantic friends;

“Let’s make a deal” type friends
who make financial moves
and buy their bus that does not live like a bus,
with TVs instead of windows
that promise not to show the bodies they crushed
or the people under their fat feet.

Their dark damn cars replace feet,
sand soaked bills replace friends,
and we are left. Forgotten and crushed
against the asphalt. As the ocean moves
closer we watch through our limb-ridden windows
knowing finally, there was no brought-to-Buddha bus,
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just a dark, wet windowed bus
with pistons posing as feet,
wet, thoughtless wasted windows
with our soft-settled undesired friends.
Our souls scream how to move,
but our bodies cannot leave the bus now crushed.

The broken windows show shards of a thousand friends.
The bust leaves with new supplies of dirty feet,
And none of us move, because with everything, our words are crushed
too.
Alexis Graman
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Sunday Shopper

Sunday brunch crumpets and crucifixions
by and by waste away his dispatched soul
to obtain or sell off God. Decisions,
decisions, deciding to drink the dull,
healthy grape juice or ascend the stairway
to consumption that brings him up higher
where deities come in bulk. Ten plagues pay
the quick way for this contagious buyer
coughing up blind faith on his dated past,
forgetting what faith has bequeathed to all
good sakes and fakes. His heart passes for last
on each list he’s made at a church or mall.
Blazes kindle rebirth in his fire
but won’t bum long on earthly desires.
Nathan Brehe
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Good Night, Sleep Tight

“No, man. I’m good. I have to get ready for work.” Jacob waves
away the glass pipe. “I’d better not get too spun before my shift.”
Dustin laughs. “Right. You’re the only kid I know that stays up for
- how long is this one? Thirteen days?” He retracts the offer and leans
back into the couch, looking at Jacob with rhetorical complacency
“Fifteen, counting today.” Jacob doesn’t turn to face Dustin.
“Right, fifteen days on end and is still worried about getting ‘too
spun.’”
“That’s why my evaluation said ‘fully functional.’” His gaze
doesn’t leave the dark screen of the television.
“It’s true. You’re also the only tweaker I’ve ever counseled who
can hang on to reality long enough to hold down a job.”
“Yeah, and I’m not about to lose my grip.”
“It’s a good job.”
Jacob looks right into Dustin’s dilated eyes. “Yeah, that too.”
Dustin meets Jacob’s stare for a moment before saying, “Okay, it’s
pretty much gone anyway.” Dustin hits it one more time just to make
sure. Leftover dope is laughable. “I’m gonna take off, then. Are you
going to N.A. on Wednesday?”
“Yeah, I’ll be there. Court order—you know that.”
“Right. Well, as your sponsor, I recommend you sleep before then.
If you go in there all gacked out, they’ll know it and call the cops.”
“They don’t know shit. If they knew shit I would have been
arrested last time, or the time before that, or the time before that.”
Jacob’s speech gets faster and agitated. “If they knew shit, I wouldn’t
be doping right now. If they knew a fucking thing, they’d know that my
sponsor relapsed with me!”
“Whoa, take it easy! You called me, remember?” Dustin’s selfrighteousness turns to self-defense.
“Yeah, because I wanted to kill myself! You were supposed to help
me! Not bring the dope!”
“I never would have started again if it weren’t for you! What was I
supposed to do? You said, ‘I don’t care. Hook it up.’ So I did! I wanted
to help! We both wanted to get amped! Don’t forget that!”
“Whatever, fuck it. I have to get in the shower.”
Dustin quickly spits, “It’s gonna take more than a shower to clean
your ass up!” and storms out of the house.
Zero to sixty - that’s the way these kinds of fights escalate. Fueled
by indistinguishable nights and insomniac addiction, fanned by shame,
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they accelerate and consume, destroy lives. Jacob knows it, that’s why
he quit, and there he sits on the couch, furiously cleaning the dirt from
under his fingernails, trying to calm down.
“Fuck it,” he says and pulls out his stash, the pure shit he cooked
up last week, from a little drawer in the coffee table, loads it up, and
rips another one. Eyes unseeing, he leans back into the couch as he
feels the rush from the back of his head flow down through his limbs.
“What are you doing here?” Jacob asks the addict obscurely
reflected in the sleeping television. He doesn’t respond.
“Answer me.”
“Answer me goddamn it! I don’t deserve this!” Jacob screams at
the reflection, who now stands in front of him, crying. “I’ll give you
something to cry about!”
Jacob heaves the coffee table over at the television. He gives the
dozens of reflections laying on the carpet the finger and heads for the
bathroom. It’s already quarter to six, and he has to be at work by seven.

Jacob wipes away the steam from the mirror and gazes at himself
for a moment. His pale skin glows red from the scalding hot water and
the vigorous scrubbing. He shakes his head with frustration at his obese
figure.
“The only fat crack-head.” He repeats Dustin’s words from a few
weeks ago aloud. Leaning on the sink, he lowers his head and looks
down the rusty drain. He watches the treated water splash onto the
white porcelain, swirling faster and faster until it’s sucked down. He
picks up his razor and shaves, meticulously close. Even though his jaw
aches from incessant grinding and clenching, he scrubs his teeth several
times before he’s convinced that they are clean, clean enough anyway.
He towels off and dresses. He goes to his bureau to grab his phone,
wallet, watch, and his green Mega-Mart vest. As he walks through the
living room toward the door, the name tag on the vest catches his eye.
Jacob - Day Manager. He looks at the picture of the clean and sober
Jacob, at the Jacob whose eyes aren’t perpetually dilated. He looks
around at the shambled house, at the yellowing, suffocating walls that
fade to brown tar near the ceiling. A few ratty couches surround an
old carpet, worn thin and stained, now covered in the shards of the
television monitor. He looks at the pipe sitting on the table. “Fuck it.”
He rips another one and heads out the door.
He pulls out a cigarette at the top of the stairs, raises his lighter to
spark it, but stops short. He freezes with both arms raised, one to light
the smoke and the other to block the freezing early November wind. At
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the bottom of the five rickety, wooden steps sits a little boy, no more
than four years old. Jacob, still unmoving, glances at the canvas lying
on the lawn, pulled out from underneath the stairs, and back to the boy.
The boy stands slowly and turns to face Jacob. He’s dirty, streaked all
over. His face is covered in a layer of dirt and grime, and he’s wearing
nothing but blackened socks and filthy Spiderman undies. He’s skinny,
sickly so. His skin ripples over his ribs with each quick little breath.
Although blue and shivering in the cold, he now stands calmly on the
cement walkway, watching Jacob. His bright eyes flare from sunken
sockets, like beacons in the indeterminable distance of darkness. Jacob
drops his smoke, turns, and walks back into the house.
He paces around the living room for a few minutes muttering,
trying to get a grip on himself. “There’s no way that just happened.
Too many days. Need to sleep. Need to reset.” He glances at the front
window and considers peeking around the drawn curtain. Maybe he’s
gone. Jacob heads for the bathroom instead.
Flipping on the vanity light, he sits on the edge of the tub for a
minute before returning to the mirror. The bags under his eyes are
heavy, so heavy. They draw him downward. He stoops and splashes
his face with cold water, scooping it up before it’s lost. He gasps and
reaches for the towel next to the sink. He dries his face slowly, hangs
the towel, flips off the light, and walks back out into the living room.
His watch reads 6:49. Eleven minutes. He hesitates at the door before
opening it. “Fuck it.” He swings the door open.
The boy hasn’t left his post, but this time he doesn’t turn around.
How could Dustin have missed him? How could he have missed the
small, shivering figure huddled up next to the front steps, sleeping
mostly under a half-rotten piece of canvas that probably used to cover a
woodpile, back when this house was a home, back when the woodstove
didn’t cook methamphetamines? Dustin must have been so high he
didn’t feel his own footsteps; he definitely didn’t see where he was
going. Jacob hesitantly takes one step at a time, pausing briefly between
each. Whaf the hell is going on? he thinks—step. Jesus, this had better
be real—step. Who the hell is this kid?—step. Why I am so freaked
out?—the last step creaks, stiff, old, and cold. The little boy doesn’t
move. Jacob sidesteps around and circles out in front of him.
“Uh, hello?”
The boy just looks at Jacob, who kneels down in front of him.
“What are you doing here? Are you lost?”
“Where are your parents? Where are your clothes?”
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No response—-just a small shiver.
“C’mon, let’s go inside where it’s warm.” Jacob extends hand.
As though he was waiting for it, the boy reaches up and takes hold of
Jacob’s hand. Up until now, Jacob had still been ready for the boy to
vanish, maybe turn into a gremlin, something—something to confirm
his existence as nothing more than a hallucination. But the boy doesn’t
vanish. The icy little hand in his palm makes it real. Jacob’s leads it into
the house.
“Be careful. There’s broken glass over there. Come in here.”
Jacob leads him into the kitchen and boosts him into a chair at the
table.
“Are you hungry?”
The boy’s eyes light up.
“If I get you some food, do you think you can talk to me?”
He nods.
“Okay. Do you want some of these?” Jacob grabs a box of HoHos
out of the cupboard.
“Yes, please,” the boy says. Jacob nearly jumps at the sound of the
fragile voice. He opens the fridge and warily sniffs at the milk carton
he finds there. Still good - how about that? he thinks and serves the box
with a glass of milk.
“Stay here and eat. I’ll see if I can find you some clothes. Don’t
move okay?”
“Okay.”
Jacobs leaves the kitchen and walks down the hall to his bedroom.
He opens his closet and digs around for a box in the back. He pulls
it out and begins rummaging through it. It’s full of all sorts of old
treasures. Old Ninja Turtles and G.I. Joes, his derby car from Cub
Scouts, his tee ball glove, a few of his favorite books, and, his target,
his little league baseball jersey. It is all he has that will come close
to fitting an emaciated four-year-old. Even though he was only a few
years older than that kid when he had worn it, it will still be huge on
him. He shrugs and grabs the jersey and his Scout belt and returns to
the kitchen, where an empty box and glass sit on the table.
“Whoa, little dude, you annihilated those HoHos.” Jacob grabs
a warm rag and wipes the chocolate and grime from his face. “Here,
stand up on your chair.” The boy stands right up and puts his arms over
his head while Jacob pulls the shirt down over him. Just as he expected,
the jersey hangs down well past his knees. Jacob wraps the belt around
him and cinches it tight. Jacob almost laughs. The little boy, in his
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number fourteen “Anderson Excavating Little Diggers” tunic, beams at
Jacob from atop his chair.
“Is that better?”
The boy nods his head.
“What’s your name?”
“Connor.”
“Hi, Connor. I’m Jacob. Where is your mom, Connor?”
“She’s sleeping.”
“Where is she sleeping?”
“At my house.”
“Where is your house?”
“Over there.” Connor points in a seemingly arbitrary direction.
Jacob looks at his watch, 7:08. He sighs. Fuck it he thinks.
“Do you think you could take me there?”
“No. Everyone is asleep. When they sleep, I’m not supposed to
wake them up. Terry gets mad when I wake him up.”
“Who’s Terry?”
“My mom’s friend. I used to sleep with mom, but now Terry does.
Terry says I’m ‘clingy.’”
“I think we should go talk to your mom.”
“But she’s sleeping!”
“It’s okay, Connor. I’ll wake them up if I have to, and I’ll take the
blame. They won’t think it was you.”
“Promise?”
“Promise.”

As Jacob approaches Conner’s house, his heart starts to sink.
“Which house is yours, Conner?”
“The brown one.”
“That’s what I was afraid of,” Jacob mutters. I can’t believe I’m
doing this.
Conner leads Jacob by the hand up the walkway to the front door.
He turns to Jacob and puts his finger up to his mouth. “Shhh.”
Conner opens the door and quietly steps through. Jacob follows.
He is immediately greeted by a familiar smell. The smell of garbage,
the smell of neglect, the smell of sleeplessness—of abuse, of loss, of
apathy, of consuming addiction and impotent shame—the dirty drain.
He stops and gently pulls Connor back to him.
Before he can speak, Connor says, “See? Everyone is sleeping!”
“Connor, stay right here while I go and wake them up, okay? Do
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not move. No matter what, okay?”
Connor nods.
Jacob walks down the dark hallway, past the kitchen full of rancid
food and dirty dishes, toward the living room. He knows where he is
going because he has been here before. He walks into the living room.
There’s a little bit of morning light leaking through a crack in the
curtains, and it spills onto the worn carpet, hinting at the filth that has
overtaken this room. Soiled clothes lie in drifts among the cans and
empty wrappers; cigarette butts litter the floor in circles around the
overstuffed ashtrays; the half-empty coffee mugs count the days awake
with their rings.
Jacob sees someone passed out on the couch under the window.
Jacob can smell him before he gets very close. He lies still, sweating
rings of his own. He’s definitely coming down from a bender. Jacob
walks over to the couch and says, “Hey,” shaking him gently. “Hey!
Wake up, man.” Jacob shakes him and yells, “Dude! Wake up.”
The sleeping man barely stirs and tries to wave Jacob away.
“Hey! Wake the fuck up!” Jacob shakes him hard. “Wake up!”
The man groans angrily and flails one arm up around his head.
Jacob grabs him by the hair and punches him in the mouth. He drags
the man off the couch.
“I said wake up!” Jacob yells, straddling the man and holding him
up by his shirt.
“Wha - what the fuck is going on!? Why did you hit me!?”
“Where’s Connor’s mom?”
“What!?”
“The kid, Connor. You know him?!”
“Wha-Yeah!”
“Where the fuck is his mom?”
“They’re upstairs, in the bedroom. Jesus!” he says, rubbing his jaw.
Jacob gets off of him, giving him a little rabbit kick before heading
for the stairway across the room. The stairs are dark. Jacob climbs
them, holding onto the railing. He’s breathing heavily. He had been
to this house once before, probably about ten or eleven days ago. He
remembers the living room. He had sold this chick a whole bunch of
the dope he had cooked up. She was young, though. Rounding the
landing at the top of the stairs, light from a window down the hall
illuminates the upstairs hallway. The first door on the left sits slightly
ajar. The knot in Jacob’s stomach tightens. He approaches the door and
gently swings it open.
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There she sleeps, Connor’s mom. Stacy, Jacob recalls. She and this
Terry fucker are passed out. She has no idea where her little boy is, and
she doesn’t care. Jacob looks at the needles and torch on the nightstand.
The bag he sold her lies empty. It gently flutters in time with the ceiling
fan. I didn’t know she had a son, and I didn’t care. Jacob turns to leave
and closes the door behind him. He flips on the light at the top of the
stairs and walks downstairs. The guy he punched has climbed back onto
the couch and gone back to sleep. Connor has cleared out a space in the
middle of the floor and has made a little nest for himself out of dirty
clothes and blankets. He lies awake and looks at Jacob.
“Did you wake them up?” he asks quietly.
“Yes,” Jacob croaks.
“Are they angry?”
“Not with you.”
“Thank you.”
“You’re welcome.”
“Goodnight, Jacob.”
“Goodnight, Connor - sleep tight.”
Connor lays his head down on his improvised pillow. Jacob quietly
leaves the house, and returns to the street to walk the three blocks
back to his house. He walks for a few minutes, gently weeping, before
looking at his watch. 8:27. He knows he is fired. The store should have
been opened over an hour ago. No call, no explanation—fired. He
takes off his Mega-Mart vest and drops it in the street without breaking
stride. He hustles the last few yards to his front door to escape the cold
morning air. He walks up the steps, trying not to look at the displaced
tarp, and back into his house.
He looks at the shards on the soiled carpet, the asphyxiated walls,
and the pipe sitting on the table. “Fuck it,” he says and picks up the
pipe. He throws it against the wall. These shards join the others - a
glass mosaic, a tribute to captivity. He grabs the bag of dope and goes
into the bathroom. He watches the ivory powder dissolve in the running
water, swirl, and sink—down the black drain. He can smell it. He grabs
his toothbrush on the way out of the bathroom. He grabs some clothes,
a couple books, and a few other things from his room and tosses the
collection on the bed, which he pulls away from the wall. There is a
screwdriver lying underneath it. He grabs the tool and goes to work
unscrewing the cover to the heating duct in the wall. The cover falls
to the floor, and Jacob contorts his arm reaching up into it. He pulls
out a wad of cash, all the profits from the dope - seventy-five hundred
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dollars. He stuffs it in a duffle bag along with the other things and goes
back outside. He walks across the street to where his car is parked,
unlocks the doors, and climbs in. He starts the car and drives away
without a second glance.
The drive to the little neighborhood church is a short one, only
a couple of straight miles down the main avenue in an eroding
neighborhood. The gutters along the street are clogged with brown
sludge; just outside the travel-worn car tracks, black chunks of wheel
well accumulation lie scattered like broken teeth. Jacob thinks about
the pure stuff that falls and melts unadulterated in the fields surrounding
the town. Why is the dirty, oily snow cling harder? The simple sign for
Grace Lutheran appears from behind a snow pile. This is the church
that has all those doper outreach programs, the one that gets robbed all
the time. There’s a little alms box just outside the door. Jacob pulls into
the parking lot and comes to a stop in front of the entrance. He snatches
the wad of cash from the bag and walks up to the box. He hesitates.
I can’t believe this is happening. If God gives a shit, this won’t get
stolen. Fuck it. He stuffs the cash through the little slot. He hurries back
to his car. Just before Jacob pulls out, the pastor opens the church door
and reaches for the newspaper lying on the steps. He stops and looks at
Jacob. Jacob avoids his eyes, points at the box, and drives off toward
the interstate. He grabs his phone and dials 911.
“911, what is your emergency?”
“I need to make an anonymous report.”
“Regarding?”
“Well, there’s this kid...”
Lucas Christenson
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Don't Discover Worlds of wonder

Wunderkind! Healthy
fairy traipsing the paths of older
men’s lands. Your head’s in their
water; is your ear wet yet? Is your nose
stuffed with man’s musk? Dunk
your head in their cold
dark rivers, or wander back
to the soft scent, the warm water.
Drew Riley
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Spring Runoff

The late-sprung avalanche pulls rafts deep down
to rounded river-rock with a granite grip
and long liquid fingers with dark white tips.
Down! to a swirling and neoprene town,
filled with silt and suffocated by brown
murky sediment. Current-filed teeth rip
through synthetic flesh, and underwave slips
paddler and paddle, to bedrock, to drown.
Drink river, drink. Swallow each yellow life
jacket, splinter plastic paddles to parts
and pieces. Saw through synthetics with knifeedged stone, for this is only where it starts.
Your headwaters crash on, to seas and sights
and cities, with buildings to tear apart.
James Buscher
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Skinning

Grandpa’s knife could slit a dead squirrel’s skin
around its middle, never touch the meat,
and hardly leave a drop of blood behind.

I’d sit astride the bench, and the hind feet
would fall to me. He’d straddle at the head.
We’d dig our fingernails into the cut

and pull both ways until we peeled the hide
from the flesh, inside out like two thick socks.
It set my teeth, the tearing sound it made.

Afterward, I knelt by the slickened bench.
The bodies lay in piles, holding out
transparent hands. I couldn’t help but watch—
The glistening, unfathomable white
of the lean forms. The bluish veins within.
Those opened worlds now overwhelmed by light.
Loren Graham
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Scaring Away The Gulls

I found a whale on the beach today,
laid out across the sand;
the place where it washed up and invaded
our noses with its stench.

Its pale dry skin was shinning
in the afternoon hear, and I
wanted to know was how it died.
What could kill this eight ton giant?
As more people came to investigate
the smell, and authorities surveyed the
situation, I sat and thought.

I wonder if there might be a golf ball
stuck in its blowhole like that episode
of Seinfeld, but I was too scared to look.
So I waited on the shore
and watched as they packed
it full of dynamite.

A half a ton seemed like an awful lot
of TNT, but I’m no expert.
I’m just the guy who
found a dead whale.

They said the seagulls would
take care of the mess, and so we all
watched on the hills a quarter
of a mile away. Waiting for the blast.

The explosion shook my guts
and I thought I was going to
be sick, mostly due to the smell,
but when it began to rain blubber
I started to laugh. A folly
that would go down in history.
Everyone ran in panic as the rancid
flesh began to hit them. I
walked away casually.
Chris Mattix
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All About the Moon

Baby, I don’t wanna live on the moon
Alongside the Sea of Tranquility
And look out a frosty moon window
At the vast gray expanses.

And make moon pies for the neighbors
And ask them to remove their moon boots
‘Cause we just can’t stop living Japanese-style
Since we left the earth.
I don’t wanna float in our bed
And worry about you out mining the moon’s ores
I don’t wanna take day trips to the American flag
To take pictures of it and have a picnic.
I don’t care about getting in on the ground floor,
Making our mark, exploring the last frontier—
Baby, I don’t wanna live there
And see such strange stars.
Emily Stueven
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Hard Tail

Road demons are real
Green gremlins, ferocious and
Evil—they reek havoc
On you—and those you love
They are found on the road
Attaching to your bike
Turning the two-lane road
Into a wavering edge
To bad—bad things
But you can stop them
The legend says with
Abell that jingles
Because they are afraid
Of the jolly sound
Of a little brass bell
A gift from a loved one
Is all it takes to be safe
And that is why I stay
Off the road
Boomer Gragert
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Bounden in a Bond

I know a hidden skill in bounding
down a hill, or a mountain, of no incredible
size (no snow on peaks in August’s
time) that lies not only in knowing

when to keep a wary well of strength
in each careful step, no foot
landing too far, but falling short, heavily
pouncing on my thighs and calves and toes,
but also understanding when to open
those same muscles, barely touching
their bound power, and stride,
stride, and leap, stride, and leap

down the path, each step falling farther
from the last, each fallen foot
a faint graze of ground;
I know how to spring
down the rocky ramp
comfortably in tune to the sound
of the hard, bound rocks bouncing
gracelessly to the bottom.
Drew Riley
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